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Abstract
The array plays a prominent role in imperative programming languages because the
data structure bears a close resemblance to the mathematical notion of a vector and because
array operations can be implemented efﬁciently. Not all lazy functional languages offer
arrays as a primitive data structure because laziness makes it difﬁcult to implement arrays
efﬁciently. We study 8 different versions of the Fast Fourier Transform, with and without
arrays, to assess the importance of arrays in a lazy functional language.
An efﬁcient implementation of arrays contributes signiﬁcantly to the performance of
functional languages in certainareas. However, a clear distinction should be made between
array construction and array subscription. In the FFT example we could not gain efﬁciency
by using array construction, other than for storing precomputed data like the input. Using
array subscription improves performance.
1 Introduction
Lazy functional languages like Haskell [8] and Tale [1] offer lazy linear arrays as a primitive
data structure as well as a set of built in functions to operate on such arrays. Other languages,
such as Miranda [11] do not provide arrays.
The data structure that comes naturally with (lazy) functional languages is the list. It
is essentially a linear structure, like the array, but is built up piecemeal, rather than in one
step. Building an array in one step allows the compiler to generate index calculations, which
make random access of array elements possible in constant time. Because lists are constructed
piecemeal,random accessin constant time is generallynot possiblewith elementsof lists. This
difference gives arrays an efﬁciency advantage over lists in a lazy functional language. When
building a lazy array, the elements are not necessarily evaluated. In this respect there is no
performance difference between arrays and lists.
The performance of an array becomes equal to that of a list when the elements are selected
in index order 1
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  which is the case for many vector and matrix operations. To study the
advantagesof arrays, we must thus look for applicationsthat consume array elementsin some
other order than in which the elements are produced. This restricts the class of algorithms for
which arrays are intrinsically better suitable than lists.
It is difﬁcult to make good use of arrays because it is usually more expensive to create an
array than it is to create a list (see below). To compensate for the cost of creation, it may be
necessary to traverse the data structure twice, or even more often, in non index order, for the
array to break even with the list.
To contrast the efﬁciency of linear array primitives with comparable list operations, we
assume naive but realistic implementations of both. For lists this amounts to a linked list of
1cons cells and we assume that each array creating primitive allocates one block of memory
large enough to store (pointers to) all lazy array elements. Array subscription requires O
(1
)
time, while list projection takes O
(
n
) time.
In a sophisticated implementation of arrays and lists, destructive update of aggregates
allowsfor a considerableimprovementin performance with respect to a naive implementation
[2]. Our compiler does not perform update analysis, but fortunately this facility is not needed
byanyoftheFastFourierTransform(FFT)versionsusedinourcasestudy. Arraysofdimension
2 or higher are not considered here because the FFT algorithm does not need them either.
Let us now have a look at the array primitives required by our FFT experiments. The
efﬁciency of the primitives as compared to their list equivalents is of particular interest. The
primitives are borrowed from Haskell and Tale. Angular brackets are used to denote an array:
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array allocates a block of memory with
u
+
l
  1 references to values
a
i. An association
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deﬁnesthevalueatindexposition
i tobe
v. If twoormoreassociationsinthelisthavethesame
index, or if there is no association in the list with a particular index, the value at that index is
undeﬁned. The tuple
(
l
 
u
) gives the lower bound
l and the upper bound
u for the array.
When using thisfunction, a listof associationshas to becreatedﬁrst, which is subsequently
used to initialise the array elements. The list structure can then be discarded. An application
program using lists rather than arrays, would also build that list structure, but use it straight
away. Building an array structure from an association list requires more than twice as much
space as just using lists on a typical naive implementation.
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listarray is similar to array except that the values to be stored in the array are provided in index
order. Again a list of the same size as the array must be created before the array itself can be
allocated, so listarray has the same space problem as array.
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The function (//) takes an existing array and produces an updated version with the value at
position
i replaced by
v. In a naive implementation this requires a copy of the entire array,
because both the original and the updated array may be needed after the update.
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tabulate allocates a block of memory with
u
+
l
  1 references to suspensions of the function
f. This function is taken from Tale, where it is called tab. Haskell relies on a sophisticated
compiler to avoid the need for this function. A possible implementationin Haskell would ﬁrst
create an array of appropriate size with all values undeﬁned:
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Then the init function steps through the array in index order and replaces each element by
the appropriate value. The update analysis performed by a compiler as described by Bloss [2]
then works out that only one copy of the array is needed, so that destructive updates can be
used. In a naive implementation of Haskell there is no way to efﬁciently create an array as
with tabulate. All Haskellprimitiveseither require a list to be built of the same size as the arraypriorto creatingthearray, orneedupdateanalysistoavoidcreatingmultiplecopiesof anarray
during initialisation.
A similareffect as tabulate for arrayscan be achievedwith the standard function for for lists,
here shown as part of a Miranda “literate” script [11]:
> for :: (num -> *) -> num -> num -> [*]
> for f l u = [] , if l > u
> = f l : for f (l+1) u , otherwise
Where tabulate allocatesone blockof memorywith
u
+
l
 1 references, for allocates
u
+
l
 1
chained cons cells, which in a typical naive implementationrequires twice as much space. The
elements in both cases require the same heap cells to store the suspensions.
All array functions except tabulate make it necessary to build a list ﬁrst, then traverse it to
build an array with a similar number of elements as the list. It is more efﬁcient to use arrays
than lists,when the applicationprogram traversesitsarray datastructuresmore than once and
in an order in which it is unnatural to generate the array elements.
In the next section the deﬁnition of the FFT is reviewed. The two basic implementations of
the algorithm are presented in section 3. There are several optimisations possible, each targets
a particular aspect of the implementation. This is the subject of section 4, which also presents
the optimalimplementation. Section5 describesthe experimentsthat were conductedwith the
8 different functional versions of the FFT. The measurements resulting from these experiments
are discussed and compared with the performance of an implementation of the FFT in C. The
last section presents our conclusions.
2 Why is the FFT well suited for assessing array implementations?
ForseveralreasonstheFFTalgorithmiswellsuitedforourpurposetostudytheimplementation
of arrays in lazy functional languages.
It is a simple algorithm, which makes it easy to study the runtime behaviour in detail and
to compare a number of implementation variants.
The FFT is numerical intensive using complex numbers, so the ultimate efﬁciency that a
compiler can reach is a runtime consumed purely by ﬂoating point operations, where memory
management is of no signiﬁcance (2
 5
N
  2log
N ﬂoating point operations).
The third reason is that the FFT algorithm can be implementedin two quite different ways:
as a recursive divide and conquer program and as an iterative program. The recursive version
traverses its input data always in sequential order, so it can be expected that arrays will not
really pay off. The iterative implementation, however, consumes the input in a complicated
non sequential order. Using arrays seems appropriate here. These two versions make it
possible to compare lists and arrays in the areas where each has its clear advantage. Because
of the symmetrical divide and conquer behaviour of the FFT it is even possible to make
an implementation that uses neither lists nor arrays. This optimal version is a useful point
of reference and indicates the best that can be achieved with functional languages for this
particular problem.
2.1 Deﬁnition of the discrete Fourier transform
The discrete Fourier transform of
N complex data items is deﬁned as follows:
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j. Astraightforwardalgorithm
to compute the discrete Fourier transform would require O
(
N2
) steps. Cooley and Tukey [4]
publishedthe FFTalgorithm,whichcompletesthe required calculationinO
(
N
 2log
N
) steps.
The algorithm is based on the property that an FFT of length
N can be written as the sum of
two FFTs of length
N
 2 [10]. The algorithm can be explained without going into mathematical
detail. Figure 1 illustrates the data ﬂow when an array of 8 elements is transformed.
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Figure 1: The data ﬂow in a fast Fourier transform
The input
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N (= 3) steps. Each step
calculates an intermediate array from its input values, shown as levels 0, 1 and 2 in ﬁgure
1. On each level, the input array is fed in pairs into
N
 2 independent calculations, shown as
cells in ﬁgure 1. The computation within each cell, called a butterﬂy because of its graphical
appearance, is the following:
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In ﬁgure 1, a butterﬂy is shown as two circles connected by three arrows. What changes
fromleveltolevelisthespanofeachbutterﬂy(
k
=
j
+2
l
e
v
e
l)andthepositionswherebutterﬂies
are applied. An extra complication for the FFT is the order of the input elements at level 0.
Before entering the dataﬂow diagram the input elements must be permuted. In ﬁgure 1 this
permutation is 0,4,2,6,1,5,3,7. This seeminglycomplex permutation is derived by reversing the
bits in the binary representation of the index. For instance the third input element (index =
0112) in an 8-element FFT is
x1102
=
i
n
p
u
t6.An important aspect of the calculations in ﬁgure 1 is the fact that reversing the direction
of the dataﬂow does not inﬂuence the result. It is thus possible to perform the FFT from
the bottom to the top. In that case the dataﬂow within a butterﬂy has to be upside down.
Instead of permuting the input, the output then has to be reordered, according to the same bit
reversal of indices. The two directions, top down and bottom up give rise to fundamentally
different programs, a recursive one and an iterative one. In the literature only the iterative
algorithm is generally shown [3], because loops are more efﬁcient than recursive function calls
in traditional imperative languages. In functional languages, however, we can consider both
variants, because iteration and recursion are the same.
3 Two different implementations
The invarianceof the FFT to the directionof dataﬂow in ﬁgure 1 leads to two different versions
of the algorithm. The recursive variant always traverses the input elements in strict sequential
order, whereas the iterative version traverses the input elements in a more complicated order.
The latter version seems wel suited for arrays, the former for lists.
3.1 An iterative implementation
Consideringthe top down data ﬂow in ﬁgure 1, we observethat the left inputs of all butterﬂies
are connected in a regular way to the outputs on the next higher level. The regularity is the
following: the left wing of a butterﬂy at level
m is connected to
x
j at level
m
  1, when the
binary representation of
j has a zero in the
m-th bit position. In ﬁgure 1 for example, the left
inputs of the butterﬂies at level 1 are connected to
x0,
x1,
x4,
x5, because bit 1 is zero in 0,1,4
and 5.
The implementationin ﬁgure 2 is based on the observed regularity. The ﬁrst argument n of
the iterativefunction ifft is used to compute the current level m and terminates the recursion
when all levels have been handled.
> imain :: [complex]
> imain = ifft (inputsize div 2) (reorder inputsize input)
>
> ifft :: num -> [complex] -> [complex]
> ifft 0 xs = xs
> ifft n xs = ifft (n div 2) xs’
> where
> m = log2 (inputsize div (n * 2))
> xs’ = mkarray [mkpair j | j <- indices; (bits j) ! m = 0]
> mkpair j = ((j,k),bfly (n*j) (xs!j) (xs!k)) where k = j + 2ˆm
>
> bits :: num -> [num]
> bits = map (mod 2) . iterate (div 2)
Figure 2: An iterative implementation of the FFT in Miranda
A list comprehension is used to express all butterﬂy applications on one level
m. The
function bits transforms an integer into its binary representation as a list of 0’s and 1’s.
The mentioned regular connections of the left inputs
x
j of the butterﬂies are expressed in the
program by the restriction (bits j) ! m = 0. The span of the butterﬂies at level
m is 2
m,
so the index for the right inputs
x
k is k = j + 2ˆm .Thefunctionmkarraytakesalistofindexpairsandcorrespondingvaluepairstoconstructa
new array. Arrayindexingisdenotedinthesamewayaslistsubscription. The functionimain
of ﬁgure 2 can be tested on a Miranda system when a list version of mkarray is used. In the
appendix a Miranda implementation of the bfly function and all auxiliary functions is given
for reference. Our experiments were performed with an implementation of a lazy functional
language that provides efﬁcient arrays and O
(1
) array indexing, efﬁcient bit manipulation
functions etc. (see section Experiments). So in the experiments, we use the array and listarray
functions as described in the introduction and bits is implemented with a few logical shift
and mask operations.
3.2 A recursive divide and conquer implementation
Next we consider the bottom up dataﬂow in ﬁgure 1. The data ﬂows from level 2 up to level
0. In the ﬁrst step the butterﬂy operation is performed on all input elements
x
0
j at level 2. The
resulting array can be split into two equal parts, a left part and a right part, each consisting
of four elements (see ﬁgure 1, level 1). We observe that the rest of the calculations are two
recursive repetitions of what has already been done on respectively the left part and the right
part. Figure 3 shows an implementation following this line of thought. The ﬁrst argument n
of the recursive rfft is necessary to calculate the required root of unity.
> rmain :: [complex]
> rmain = reorder inputsize (rfft 0 input)
>
> rfft :: num -> [complex] -> [complex]
> rfft n [x] = [x]
> rfft n xs = rfft (n div 2) ls’ ++ rfft (n div 2 + inputsize div 4) rs’
> where
> ls’ = map fst pairlist
> rs’ = map snd pairlist
> pairlist = map2 (bfly n) ls rs
> (ls,rs) = split (#xs div 2) xs
Figure 3: A recursive implementation of the FFT in Miranda
The butterﬂy calculations can be arranged in such a way that the input is traversed in
sequentialorder. On level2 in ﬁgure 1, the span of the butterﬂyis exactlyhalf of the input size.
Iftheinputissplitintwoequalparts,thelefthalflsalwaysformstheleftinputofallbutterﬂies
at level 2 and the right half rs always the right input. In ﬁgure 3 the sequential traversal is
performed by the function map2. This function applies the butterﬂy element wise to ls and
rs. The resulting list is a list of pairs. The left elements of all these pairs are assembled into
ls’ and the right elements into rs’.
Incontrasttotherecursiveimplementationtheiterativeimplementationselectsinputvalues
in a non sequential order. The butterﬂies are applied at regular, but not always adjacent
positions ((bits j) ! m = 0). There is no cheap way to split the input beforehand in two
lists for the left and right inputs of the butterﬂy. Arrays have an advantage in this situation.
However, it is not clear that this implementation with arrays, as a whole, will be faster than
the recursive version with lists. Before discussing this issue we must ﬁrst try to improve the
efﬁciency of the basic variants.4 The FFT variants
In the previous section the principal aspects of two different FFT implementations were dis-
cussed. No attention has yet been paid to efﬁciency. This section describes the more efﬁcient
versionsoftheFFT,onwhichourmeasurementsarebased. Inparticularthepossibleadvantage
of using arrays is considered in each case.
> rllfft :: num -> [complex] -> [complex]
> rllfft n [x]= [x]
> rllfft n xs = rllfft (n div 2) ls’ ++ rllfft (n div 2 + inputsize div 4) rs’
> where
> ls’ = map2 add ls rs’’
> rs’ = map2 sub ls rs’’
> rs’’ = map (mul (unitroot n)) rs
> (ls,rs) = split (#xs div 2) xs
Figure 4: Unfolding the Butterﬂy gives the recursive, list in, list out version rllfft
4.1 Variants of the recursive implementation
The efﬁciency of the basic recursive implementation in ﬁgure 3 can be improved substantially.
Theapplicationsof map fst and map snd areonlyneededtounpackthepairsproduced
by the butterﬂycalculations. Unfolding the butterﬂyfunction allowsdirect computationof the
intermediate arrays ls’ and rs’, which avoids the use of map fst and map snd al-
together. This is illustrated in ﬁgure 4, where the functions add, sub and mul implement
the operations
+,
  and
  on complex numbers and unitroot computes the power of the
appropriate root of unity in the complex plane (see appendix). This version will be referred to
as rllfft, for recursive, list in, list out FFT.
Using arrays we can further improve the FFT version of ﬁgure 4. When the input values
are stored in an array, the right hand part of the input can be accessed directly without having
to split the input beforehand. The gain of avoiding the application of split should be
compared against the extra work to construct arrays for ls’ and rs’. Our implementation
uses the function tabulate to do this. As discussed in section 1 there is little overhead in this
operation compared to list construction. Figure 5 shows the array version ralfft of ﬁgure 4,
together with the required arithmetic functions over arrays.
Another variantis obtainedwhen the output valuesof the FFT are alsostoredin arrays. We
expect no real advantagein doing this, because the output of the FFT is produced in sequential
order. The resultsof recursiveinvocationsare just appended. Appendingarraysis not cheaper
then appending lists, at least in terms of space consumption. Still we include the ﬁgures on
this variant because it uses arrays for both input and output. This version will be referred to
as raafft, for recursive, array in, array out.
4.2 Variants of the iterative implementation
We did not use the iterativeversionas it is presentedin ﬁgure 2. Unfolding the listcomprehen-
sion yields a more efﬁcient version. The restrictions on the indices j and k can be replaced by
a simple calculation. What is obtained is similar to the version presented in [10]. This version
is called iaafft for iterative, array in, array out.
There is a possibility to improve the iterative version iaafft. It is rather expensive to
construct the intermediate array on each level by the function mkarray, because ﬁrst a list> ralfft :: num -> [complex] -> [complex]
> ralfft n [x] = [x]
> ralfft n xs = ralfft (n div 2) ls’ ++ ralfft (n div 2 + inputsize div 4) rs’
> where
> ls’ = tabulate (add ar xs rs’’) (1,n2)
> rs’ = tabulate (sub ar xs rs’’) (1,n2)
> rs’’ = tabulate (mul ar (unitroot n) xs n2) (1,n2)
> n2 = #xs div 2
>
> add ar :: [complex] -> [complex] -> num -> complex
> sub ar :: [complex] -> [complex] -> num -> complex
> mul ar :: complex -> [complex] -> num -> num -> complex
>
> add ar xs rs’’ i = add (subscript xs i) (subscript rs’’ i )
> sub ar xs rs’’ i = sub (subscript xs i) (subscript rs’’ i )
> mul ar c xs n2 i = mul c (subscript xs (i+n2))
Figure 5: With arrays no split is needed for the recursive, array in, list out ralfft
is constructed with indices and corresponding values. However, the use of mkarray can be
avoided when the output values of each butterﬂy are not put directly into the right place, but
merely assembled into a list. For the next iteration this means that the input values are in a
different position. When the intermediatelistisconvertedinto an array, the fact that valuesare
in a different place does not increase access time. However, the interconnection pattern of the
FFT becomes more complicated and the savings by avoiding mkarray should be compared
against more complex index calculations. The version thus obtained is called ialfft for
iterative array in, list out.
Consideringtheimplementationofﬁgure2onecanexpectthatthecalculationoftheindices
j, k and of the rotation unitroot (n*j) inside the butterﬂy will consume a lot of time,
becausethey are repeated for each element(i.e.
N
  2log
N times). This observationalso holds
for the more efﬁcient unfolded version of ﬁgure 2 that we have used in the measurements.
It is possible to compute the numbers j, k and unitroot (n*j) in advance for a given
size of the input to the FFT. We have made two variants of the iterative FFT with different
amounts of precomputation. The version with full precomputation requires O
(
N
  2log
N
)
storage. OnlyO
(2log
N
)storageisrequiredfortheversionwithpartialprecomputation. Partial
precomputationrequires additionalruntime to compute the remaininginformation during the
FFT process. The version with a partial precalculation is called piaafft. That with full
precalculation is called fiaafft.
For the recursive variant precomputation is of no use because no indices are needed. The
resulting precalculating iterative FFTs are both faster than the one without precalculation, but
they can only be used with a ﬁxed input size. In practice FFT computations are often repeated
on input sets of the same size, so the precomputation can even be reused.
4.3 A synthetic variant
The idea of precomputation can be extended further. The dataﬂow diagram of ﬁgure 1 can be
turned into one large tree of function applications. The circles in the ﬁgure are the function
applicationsand the arrows indicatehow the applicationsare nested. The intermediateresults
do not need to be stored in data structures of any kind. All function applications are inputs
to other function applications until the top level. This idea is illustrated in ﬁgure 6 for an FFTon four input values. The function fft4 uses list pattern matching to name the four elements
of the input list. Here the reordering could be implemented at no extra charge by changing
[b00,b01,b02,b03]into [b00,b02,b01,b03],which is not the case for the non synthetic
versions.
The function fft4 can be improved in the same way as the other variants by unfolding the
butterﬂy and subsidiary functions and allowing common subexpressions to be shared.
> fft4 :: [complex] -> [complex]
> fft4 [b00,b01,b02,b03]
> = [b20,b21,b22,b23]
> where
> (b10,b11) = bfly 0 b00 b01
> (b12,b13) = bfly 0 b02 b03
> (b20,b22) = bfly 0 b10 b12
> (b21,b23) = bfly 1 b11 b13
Figure 6: Synthetic FFT in Miranda for an input with a ﬁxed size (4)
A precomputed tree of function applications is the fastest FFT that is possible in functional
languages. All function applications are elementary computations.
5 Experiments
The 8 different versions of the FFT have been presented as Miranda programs because of
its widespread use. However, Miranda does not provide array primitives, so in this case it
is not suitable for performance measurements. The programs were translated by hand into
a functional language called intermediate [7], which is a simple, lazy, curried, higher order
functional language that provides lists, arrays, complex numbers, double precision numbers
and integer numbers as basic data structures. The language offers all the primitive functions
requiredtoefﬁcientlyoperateonthesedatastructures,includingthebitmanipulationfunctions
needed by some of the FFT variants.
The translation from Miranda to intermediate requires lambda lifting, the translation of
pattern matching into conditionalsand the translation of list comprehensions in function calls.
Standard techniques for these translations are described in [9]. The intermediate version of
the synthetic 4-point FFT thus obtained is shown in ﬁgure 7. The syntax is similar to that
of Miranda, except that LET-expressions are used instead of where expressions. The pattern
matching on the argument of fft4 is made explicit in the intermediate version by applications
of head and tail. It has been assumed that the function will not be applied to lists with less
than 4 elements.
The calls to the bfly and subsidiary functions are unfolded, as in the transition from
rfft to rllfft. This yields two common sub expressions, which are represented by the
LET-expressions for w0 and w1. All variants of the FFT have been translated from Miranda to
intermediateinthebestpossibleway. Thisavoidsanunevenbiasintheperformancecomparison.
The observed differences can thus be attributed entirely to the use of arrays.
Intermediate forms the intermediate (hence the name) between the front end of a modern
functional language, such as Haskell or Miranda, and our back end: the FAST compiler [7].
The back end compiles programs written in intermediate into equivalent C programs and also
performs extensive analysis and code optimisation on the programs being compiled. The
C programs are subsequently compiled by the C compiler and linked with the intermediatefft4 i1 = LET b00=head i1 IN LET i2=tail i1 IN
LET b02=head i2 IN LET i3=tail i2 IN
LET b01=head i3 IN LET i4=tail i3 IN
LET b03=head i4 IN
LET b10=add b00 r00; b11=sub b00 r00; r00=mul b01 w0;
b12=add b02 r01; b13=sub b02 r01; r01=mul b03 w0;
b20=add b10 r10; b22=sub b10 r10; r10=mul b12 w0;
b21=add b11 r11; b23=sub b11 r11; r11=mul b13 w1;
w1 =complex 0.0 1.0;
w0 =complex 1.0 0.0;
IN b20:b21:b22:b23:NIL;
Figure 7: Synthetic 4-point FFT translated from Miranda to intermediate
runtime library to form the executables. The effect of the optimisations on the performance of
a benchmark of functional programs is studied in [6].
ThefactthattheFASTcompilerultimatelyproducesaCprogramforeachoftheFFTvariants
opensupthepossibilitytocomparetheruntimeofthevariantswithanoriginalCversionofthe
FFT. The FORTRAN version of the FFT as presented in [10, Pages 394-395] served as the basis
for this C implementation. To improve the compatibility with the functional versions of the
algorithm,insteadof a doublelength arraycontainingalternaterealand imaginaryparts of the
complex numbers, a proper data type typedef struct { float re,im; } complex;
is used. The input data may thus be declared as complex input[2048];. The runtime of
the C version is about 0.5 sec for the 2048 point transform. This was measured on the same
machine as that used for the functional versions to be discussed in the next section.
5.1 Metrics
The FAST runtime system gathers simple run time statistics by counting cell claims and func-
tion calls. This does not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the execution time. The performance of an
intermediate program can thus be measured in cpu seconds. This gives a useful, but rather
crude performance measure. To identify program sections that are relatively often used and
therefore perhaps a source of inefﬁciency, other measures are also needed. We use two sets
of parameters for this purpose. The ﬁrst set counts the number of calls to certain classes of
functions. Thesearereadilyrelatedtotheprogramtextandtellussomethingaboutthenumber
of times sections of code are executed. The major classes are:
user a user deﬁned function.
array an array primitive.
complex a complex operation, such as mul, add and sub.
other any other function, such as head or cons.
total all of the functions above as a total.
The second set of parameterscounts the number of times space is claimedto store an object
in the heap. These parameters are useful because in an implementation of a lazy functional
language, a considerable fraction of the run time is spent on garbage collection [5]. Our FFT
versionsaretoosmalltotriggerthegarbagecollector,soitwouldappearthatstorageallocation
is free. To quantify the cost of storage management we count the number of times we allocate:CONS a constructor cell.
ARRAY a block of memory to hold pointers to all the array elements.
NUM an integer, a double precision, or a complex number.
AP a binary or vector application node.
TOTAL all of the objects above as a total.
The measurements exclude any of the pre- or postprocessing that is necessary to fully
implement the FFT transforms. The iterative variants require reordering before the actual
transform, while the recursive variants need the reordering after the transform. Preprocessing
further includes preparing the input data and computing the required roots of unity. Post
processing also takes care of neatly printing the results. The sum of pre- and postprocessing
involves the same amount of work for all variants of the FFT. Hence, it is not useful to account
for pre- and postprocessing in the comparison of the variants. It would only offset the result
by a constant factor, thereby obscuring the relative performance ﬁgures.
5.2 Statistics for the synthetic FFT
The FAST compiler is a pilot version. It has some limitations, which make it impractical to
compileaprogramwithasinglelargefunction. ThesyntheticFFTthataccepts128inputpoints
requires a where clause with 128
  7
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= 448 deﬁnitions, which is about the largest we can
handle. However, because the number of function calls, cell claims etc. only depend on the
sizeof the input, andnot on the actualdatavalues,we canscaleup the resultsfor smallerinput
data sets to arrive at exact statisticsfor a 2048 point transform. This is the size of the input data
set that was used for the 7 non synthetic FFT implementations.
Table1 showsthe formulaethatexpressthe dependenceof the proposedmetricsonthe size
of the input data set. These formulaewere determinedfrom the programtext for syntheticFFT
versions written to handle smaller input sets. For example, ﬁgure 7 shows that the functions
mul, add and sub are each called
n
  2log
n
 2 times, which for
n
= 4 amounts to 4 times. The
totalnumberof complexoperationsisthus 3
 
n
 2log
n
 2 = 1
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n
 2log
n. A similarreasoning
yields the parameters
a,
b and
c in the general expression
a
n
  2log
n
+
b
n
+
c for each of the
parameters shown in table 1.
parameter =
a
n
  2log +
b
n +
c parameter =
a
n
  2log +
b
n +
c
function
a
b
c cell type
a
b
c
user 1.5 2.5 1 CONS 0 2 0
complex 1.5 0.5 -1 NUM 9 1 0
other 0 3 -1 AP 1.5 2 -1
total 3 6 -1 TOTAL 10.5 5 -1
Table 1: Dependence of parameters on input data size
n
To estimate the execution time of the synthetic FFT for an input size of 2048 as used with
the other versions is not so easy. Time measurements can not be extrapolated reliably because
of systematic effects in a complex computer architecture. Instead, we use an estimate for
the minimum amount of time that such a transform must take. The minimum is measured by
usingasmallprogramconstructedtoclaimasmanycellsasthe2048-pointsynthetictransform,
which also calls the same number of functions. The execution time of this program is about 1
second, thus thesynthetic2048pointtransform musttakeat least1second. This resultappears
as
  1 in table 2.5.3 Results
The top half of table 2 shows the function call statistics for each of the 8 FFT transforms. The
bottom half of the table shows the cell claim statistics. As indicated before, these ﬁgures apply
purely to the FFTs, without any pre- or postprocessing. The measurements exhibit a strong
correlation (of 0.98 and more) between the metrics total, TOTAL and seconds. This means that
either provides a good indication of the overall performance.
Function calls
Recursive versions Iterative versions Synthetic
rllfft raafft ralfft iaafft ialfft piaafft fiaafft fft2048
user 216044 117756 101366 202779 319517 181277 135203 38913
array 2049 96239 61435 56342 37912 47125 45078 0
complex 33792 33792 33792 33792 33792 33792 33792 34816
other 209901 53240 38908 191539 867379 120884 67640 6143
total 461786 301027 235501 484452 1258600 383078 281713 79872
Cell Claims
Recursive versions Iterative versions Synthetic
rllfft raafft ralfft iaafft ialfft piaafft fiaafft fft2048
CONS 130044 3072 23552 45045 45045 88054 45045 4096
ARRAY 4 15351 8186 45078 24 45078 45078 0
NUM 204799 259068 236542 281617 508945 223244 214027 204800
AP 148460 71668 61426 180224 159746 143367 123915 37887
TOTAL 483307 349159 329706 551964 713760 499743 428065 246783
seconds 5.03 4.26 3.3 5.77 7.36 4.52 4.04 > 1
Table 2: Statistics for the 8 functional versions of the FFT
Discussion of the recursive variants
The ﬁrst data column of table 2 show performance statistics of the basic recursive version
rllfft. Comparison with the third data column marked ralfft shows that using arrays
for input in the recursive variant reduces execution time by about 34 %. This is caused by the
application of split (see ﬁgure 3), which takes a considerable amount of time. As expected
theuseofarraysfortheconstructionofoutputasinraafftisnotadvantageous. Constructing
arrays and appending arrays is more expensive than the corresponding operations on lists.
The recursive variant rllfft, which was described as a function operating purely on
lists, still uses some array operations. This is due to the fact that the list output has to be
converted into an array for the reorder during post processing. All versions use the same
reorder algorithm based on array input.
Discussion of the iterative variants
The basic iterative version iaafft uses fewer CONS cells than the basic recursive version
rllfft. Instead, iaafft uses more ARRAY cells than rllfft. This agrees with our expec-
tations. The overall performance of iaafft, however, is worse than rllfft. This is due to
the complicatedindex calculations(j and k in ﬁgure 2) and is reﬂected in the larger number of
NUM cells (281617 versus 204799) and other function calls (551964 versus 483307).Version ialfft avoids the construction of intermediate arrays, which is reﬂected in the
reduction of the number of ARRAY cells from 45078 to 24. The overall performance of ialfft
is worse than that of iaafft, because the index calculations become more complex and an
extra reorder is needed. This extra reorder is not included in the precomputationbut explicitly
accounted for in the performance ﬁgures presented in table 2, because ialfft is the only
version that requires two reorders.
The decreasing numbers for NUM and other in columns piaafft and fiaafft show that
precomputation of index values pays off as expected. The performance of the best iterative
version fiaafft is, however, still worse than the best recursive version ralfft.
The number of ARRAY cells used by piaafft and fiaafft is exactly the same as for the
basic iterative variant ialfft. This is expected because the precomputed indices are stored
in lists and the index computations themselves do not use arrays. The partially precalculating
version piaafft uses more CONS cells than the other iterative versions because it needs lists
to calculate part of the indices during the FFT process.
Discussion of the synthetic variant
The best performance is achieved with the synthetic fft2048, the scaled up version of that
shown in ﬁgure 6. It uses no ARRAY cells and only 4096 CONS cells to build the output list.
Because the output of the synthetic FFT is a list, all applications of bfly appear in a lazy
context. Therefore suspensions must be built, which explains why the synthetic variant claims
AP nodes. The same holds for all the other variants, so that the same number of AP nodes
claimed by each variant is due to the output being a lazy list or a lazy array. This constitutes
an even bias in the comparisons.
General remarks about all variants
The number of operations on complexnumbers does not depend on the variant of the FFT that
is used. In the table this is reﬂected by the number 37912 in the row complex, which is exactly
1
 5
N
  2log
N, with
N
= 2048. Only the synthetic FFT uses slightly more (3%) computations
because it does not use the precomputed roots of unity but calculates them during the FFT
process.
We found that the ranking of the results did not depend on the size of the input. So the best
version remains the best for all inputs that we tried: 128, 256, 512, 1024 and 2048.
6 Conclusions
We have implemented eight versions of the FFT in a lazy functional language. There are three
main types of the FFT:
  The synthetic version represents the basic idea, where the entire pattern of calculations
has been spelled out explicitly. This version carries no overhead for the management of
data and was indeed found to be the fastest.
  The divide and conquer version works by recursively dividing the input data set into
halves,performingthenecessarycalculationsandthenmergingtheresults. Thenatureof
theFFTmakesitnecessarytoreorderintermediateresults,becausethesearenotproduced
in the order in which they are required.
  The classic iterative butterﬂy version of the FFT steps through the data, by selecting the
inputs for each butterﬂy using a non trivial index calculation.A comparison between the iterative and the recursive version of the FFT is not common in
the literature. Our derivationof both algorithmsfrom the same diagram, by reversing the data
ﬂow, provides a better understanding of the origin of both variants.
ThepurelyiterativeversionoftheFFTdoesnotachievethebestpossibleperformance,even
when the complicated index calculations are performed beforehand, and thus not accounted
for. The overhead of array construction is too large. The same effect is shown by the recursive
version raafft, where arrays are constructed rather than just subscripted as is the case in the
best non synthetic variant ralfft.
The basic recursive implementation using lists performs only slightly better than the basic
iterative version. This is because it is expensive to split the input when it is represented as a
list.
The best performance is achieved when arrays are used for subscripting input data in the
recursive variant. No arrays need to be constructed and no split of the input is required.
Our measurements show that algorithms as published in literature for imperative lan-
guages cannot always be translated directly into a functional language, because efﬁciency
considerations are of a different nature.
We also conclude that an efﬁcient implementation of arrays contributes signiﬁcantly to the
performance of functional languages in certain areas. However, a clear distinction should be
made between array construction and array subscription. In the FFT example we could not
gain efﬁciency by using array construction, other than for storing precomputed data like the
input.
The best performance is achieved with the synthetic FFT. The performance of the best non
syntheticversion (ralfft) is still a factor of at most three worse than that of the syntheticFFT.
The performance of the synthetic FFT is about a factor of two worse than that of a standard
FFT implementation made directly in C. This shows that still many things can be improved by
a further development of compiler technology for functional languages.
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Appendix – Butterﬂy and auxiliary functions in Miranda
Together with the functions shown in the appendix, the FFT versions described in the paper
form a complete program. Because of its widespread use, we present programs in Miranda
instead of intermediate, the language we use to perform our experiments in. All array functions
discussed in the introduction, which are shown here as list processing functions in Miranda,
are available as efﬁcient primitives in intermediate.
> listarray :: [*] -> [*]
> listarray a = a
>
> tabulate :: (num -> *) -> (num,num) -> [*]
> tabulate f (l,u)
> = [f i | i <- [l..u]]
>
> subscript :: [*] -> num -> *
> subscript ar i
> = ar!(i-1)
>
> update (x:xs) 0 y
> = y : xs
> update (x:xs) (i+1) y
> = x : update xs i y
The select function searches the list of tuple-tuples produced by the list comprehension in
ifft of ﬁgure 2 to ﬁnd the complex number vj or vk with index m.
> select :: * -> [((*,*),(**,**))] -> **
> select m (((j,k),(vj,vk)):rest)> = vj , if j = m
> = vk , if k = m
> = select m rest , otherwise
>
> mkarray :: [((num,num),(*,*))] -> [*]
> mkarray xs = listarray [select j xs | j <- indices]
Base 2 logarithm
> log2 :: num -> num
> log2 x = entier (log x / log 2)
Butterﬂy function
> bfly :: num -> complex -> complex -> (complex,complex)
> bfly n x y = (add x z, sub x z)
> where
> z = mul (unitroot n) y
>
> unitroot :: num -> complex
> unitroot n = C (cos phi) (sin phi)
> where
> phi = 2 * pi * n / inputsize
Complex numbers and arithmetic
> complex ::= C num num
> add :: complex -> complex -> complex
> sub :: complex -> complex -> complex
> mul :: complex -> complex -> complex
>
> add (C x y) (C u v) = C (x+u) (y+v)
> sub (C x y) (C u v) = C (x-u) (y-v)
> mul (C x y) (C u v) = C (x*u - y*v) (x*v + y*u)
Sample input data
> inputsize :: num
> inputsize = #input
>
> indices :: [num]
> indices = [0 .. (#input - 1)]
>
> input :: [complex]
> input = [C 1 0,C 1 0,C 1 0,C 1 0,
> C 1 0,C 1 0,C 1 0,C 1 0,
> C 1 0,C (-1) 0,C (-1) 0,C (-1) 0,
> C (-1) 0,C (-1) 0,C (-1) 0,C (-1) 0]
Reordering
> split :: num -> [*] -> ([*],[*])
> split n xs = (take n xs, drop n xs)
>
> join :: num -> [*] -> [*] -> [*]
> join n [] []= []
> join n x y = firstx ++ firsty ++ join n restx resty> where
> (firstx,restx) = split n x
> (firsty,resty) = split n y
>
> reorder :: num -> [*] -> [*]
> reorder 1 y = y
> reorder n y = reorder (n div 2) (join m left right)
> where
> (left, right) = split (inputsize div 2) y
> m = inputsize div n